Viewing State Assessment Results in Infinite Campus

1. Login to the Parent Portal of Infinite Campus:
   https://gacyber.infinitecampus.org/campus/portal/gacyber.jsp?status=login
2. At the bottom of the left navigation bar, there is a link to the SLDS Portal
   (Statewide Longitudinal Data System).
3. Once the SLDS Portal opens, you'll see a box for each of the students you have
   enrolled at GCA.
4. On one of the boxes, double click the graph above the word Performance.
5. Once the new page loads, it will be specific state testing information for that
   particular student. Scroll down, and you will see the state assessment scores for
   previous years. For example, this student has been testing since the 08-09 school
6. The top listing is for the 14-15 testing. If you point to any of these boxes (CRCT, EOG, or EOC), you’ll be able to drill down to see how your student did in each of the tested elements.

7. In this example, I have selected the ELA test. Once I click on the ELA box, I’ll get the following information:

8. From here, you may click on any of the blue hyperlinks in the right column. These links will show you comparisons between your student (first bar), GCA (second bar), and overall state scores (3rd bar).